
Deep Penetration
Into Your Skin,
Magical Spray To
Erase The Signs
Of Aging~ H+



HEALTH SKIN

The World Health Organization (WHO) expert explained that healthy skin should have

the following characteristics: smooth and soft, delicate and transparent, flawless and

moist, firm and elastic. Fast pace of modern life, stress, poor sleep, expose to air-

conditioned environment in long period, increasingly serious of environmental

pollutions, dust, ultraviolet radiation cause skin tissue becomes weak and lead the skin

enter the “sub-healthy” state.

Sub-health skin usually has no obvious signs, but poor metabolism and poor circulation

of blood cells cause dim and yellowish appearance, dry and aging skin, excessive oil

secretion, red blood vessels appeared and skin sensitivity increased. If your skin finds

above mentioned cases, it shows that your skin has entered “sub-healthy” state. When

the signs and symptoms do occur, what to do? How to care for your skin?



HEALTH SKIN

H+ Skin Renewal Spray ~ 3 major functions:

moisturizing, oil control and skin repairing

Return Legacy H+ is water based spray and rich in trace elements. It is proprietary blended and

infused with Japan’s new technology-Micro Mineralised Nutrient Technology, (MMNT) and also

commonly known as micro-clusters technology. This new technology is from Japanese heritage

which allows molecules of trace elements become smaller to enhance penetration through the

skin and to perform three excellent functions of moisturizing, oil control and skin repairing.
Micro- Cluster technology helps to

penetrate trace elements into deep

layer of skin, activate the skin cells,

promote skin metabolism and blood

circulation, and excrete aging cells

through the skin directly. There is no

stopping to achieve desired skin and

stay young. By continuing using H+,

the effect is absolutely to your
satisfaction.



WHY CHOOSE MAGIC SPRAY H+?

1) The benefits to face:

Characteristics Skin problems Benefits of Skin Renewal Spray H+

Moisturizing Dehydrated skin causes dull skin, skin 

dryness, tightness, partially skin peeling 

and form fine wrinkles and accelerate 

aging.

Trace elements together with micro cluster makes water molecules 

become smaller, easily absorbed and quickly replenished. 

Meanwhile, toxin and waste will be excreted from body; it helps to 

keep the skin moist, tender, luster and enhances the skin elasticity.

Oil Control Hot weather and high temperature cause 

oily skin, clogged open pores, acne and 

all kinds of skin problems. When makeup 

is not removed completely, it is likely to 

cause acne and results in skin wrinkles 

and dark spots.

Most of the people have understood the wrong concept that oily skin 

does not require water supplement. If you are only in the 

containment of “oil” fluctuate, do not rescue “thirst” of skin, it is 

unlikely to get rid of oily shiny skin. In fact oily skin needs 

supplement with moisturizer. When the skin restores adequate 

moisture balance, dry and oil skin will disappear. Enable to keep the 

most natural and good condition skin.

Skin Repairing Corneous layer located in the outermost 

skin and it protects the skin surface. Once 

the cuticle is damaged and thinned, it can 

significantly lower the skin resistance and 

defense ability, cause dehydrated skin 

and formation of fine wrinkles, sensitive 

skin, dark spots, acne and red blood 

vessels.

Trace elements combined with micro cluster technology enhances 

the skin absorb nutrition and promotes cell growth. At the same 

time, the inhibitory effect of microbial breeding, improves the ability 

of skin to resist external stimuli, thus makes the skin to restore 

quickly.



WHY CHOOSE MAGIC SPRAY H+?

2) Benefits from top to toe

Spray H+ that has infused with Micro Mineralised Nutrient Technology (MMNT), it accelerates

blood accelerating circulation and body metabolism. Bacteria or free radicals are not easy to find

the stationary point, effective antibacterial and bacteriostatic effect. This technology provides

hydration balance to the skin; moisture skin will make you feel more comfortable.

Features 1 of magic spray H+: Remove the dirt of the hair and scalp and 

excessive oil, to maintain the balance of the scalp.

Method:

When shampooing, spray H+ into shampoo before proceeding.

 After the hair dry, spray the H+ on the scalp and gently massage.

Features 2 of magic spray H+: Remove eyes sensitive issue, eyes become 

clearer and brighter.

Method: Spray H+ on eyes.



WHY CHOOSE MAGIC SPRAY H+?

Feature 3 of magic spray H+: Remove the tone, freshen breath.

Method:

• When brushing your teeth, spray H+ into toothpaste, which effectively keep 

your teeth and gums healthy.

• Sprayed H+ into the mouth in order to maintain fresh breath.

Feature 4 of magic spray H+: Eliminate armpit odor.

Method: Spray H+ to armpit after every bath in order to eliminate armpit odor

and balance the skin tone of armpit.

Features 5 of magic spray H+:Accelerate wound healing.

Method: Spray H+ into the wound part for speedy recovery.



WHY CHOOSE MAGIC SPRAY H+?

Features 6 of magic spray H+: Remove the odour of lower body.

Method: Spray H+ towards lower body after every bath to improve lower body 

odour problems.

Features 7 of magic spray H+: Balance the skin tone of legs.

Method: Spray H+ towards legs after every bath can brighten and balance skin 

tone.

Features 8 of magic spray H+: Eliminate foot odor.

Method: Spray H+ on feet before wearing shoes to maintain dry feet.



WHY CHOOSE MAGIC SPRAY H+?

3) Eliminate odour and sterilize (Space that produce odour as: toilet, 

shoe cabinet, refrigerator, car and etc.)

Micro Mineralised Nutrient Technology enables to eliminate the 

germs in the air and bad odour of space.

Method: Spray H+ to the spaces that produce odour such as: 

toilet, shoes cabinet, refrigerator, car and etc.

4)   Remove pesticides of fruits and vegetables

Micro Mineralised Nutrient Technology enables to break down and 

dissolve the pesticides

Method: Add in H+ during soaking of fruits and vegetables able to 

eliminate pesticides and maintain the freshness of fruits and 

vegetables.



HOW TO APPLY H+ ON FACE?

 Regardless of whether you have heavy makeup, light makeup or use of sunscreen, 

the fundamental key to enhancing beauty of your skin is basis daily cleansing at home.

 Add in H+ into makeup remover and cleanser, the technology of micro cluster will 

minimize the molecules of makeup remover and cleanser to dissolve the residue 

makeup quickly.

 Rinse the face thoroughly. It is mild and without stimulation, after cleaning, the skin is 

moist without the sense of tension.

 Then spray H+ on the face. Gently pat the face dry and allow H+ to be completely 

absorbed.

 The last step is to use your existing skin care products. Add in H+ into your skin care 

products, the skincare nutrients will be more easily absorbed and have better effects.

** When apply mask, add in H+ into it, it can enhance the effectiveness of the facial mask.

** Using component: Appropriate amount
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